Abstract Measurements of hydroxyl (OH) and hydroperoxy (HO 2 *) radical concentrations were made at the Pasadena ground site during the CalNex-LA 2010 campaign using the laser-induced fluorescence-fluorescence assay by gas expansion technique. The measured concentrations of OH and HO 2 * exhibited a distinct weekend effect, with higher radical concentrations observed on the weekends corresponding to lower levels of nitrogen oxides (NO x ). The radical measurements were compared to results from a zero-dimensional model using the Regional Atmospheric Chemical Mechanism-2 constrained by NO x and other measured trace gases. The chemical model overpredicted measured OH concentrations during the weekends by a factor of approximately 1.4 ± 0.3 (1σ), but the agreement was better during the weekdays (ratio of 1.0 ± 0.2). Model predicted HO 2 * concentrations underpredicted by a factor of 1.3 ± 0.2 on the weekends, while measured weekday concentrations were underpredicted by a factor of 3.0 ± 0.5. However, increasing the modeled OH reactivity to match the measured total OH reactivity improved the overall agreement for both OH and HO 2 * on all days. A radical budget analysis suggests that photolysis of carbonyls and formaldehyde together accounted for approximately 40% of radical initiation with photolysis of nitrous acid accounting for 30% at the measurement height and ozone photolysis contributing less than 20%. An analysis of the ozone production sensitivity reveals that during the week, ozone production was limited by volatile organic compounds throughout the day during the campaign but NO x limited during the afternoon on the weekends.
Introduction
Hydroxyl (OH) and peroxy (HO 2 and RO 2 ) radicals play a central role in the chemistry of the atmosphere. The OH radical initiates the oxidation of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) through a series of reactions that convert OH to both HO 2 and organic peroxy radicals (RO 2 ), which are converted back to OH in the presence of nitrogen oxides (NO x = NO + NO 2 ). This chemistry results in a fast radical chain that leads to the production of ozone and secondary organic aerosols in the troposphere. Understanding the chemistry of OH, HO 2 , and RO 2 radicals (together RO x ) is critical for the development of effective air quality control strategies, as the formation of photochemical pollutants such as ozone, secondary aerosols, peroxides, and organic nitrates can be limited by radical concentrations.
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Previous campaigns in urban areas focusing on HO x (OH and HO 2 ) chemistry (see Table 1 ) have reported observed daytime OH concentrations that were up to a factor of 2 lower than modeled concentrations [George et al., 1999; Konrad et al., 2003; Dusanter et al., 2009b] , while others have reported observed concentrations that were up to a factor of 3 greater than model predictions [Martinez et al., 2003; Ren et al., 2003b; Emmerson et al., 2005; Chen et al., 2010; Lu et al., 2012 Lu et al., , 2013 . In contrast, several studies have shown good agreement between observed and modeled concentrations [Shirley et al., 2006; Emmerson et al., 2007; Kanaya et al., 2007; Sheehy et al., 2010; Ren et al., 2013; Czader et al., 2013] . In general, measurements under conditions of higher mixing ratios of NO and high OH radical reactivity appear to be consistent with our understanding of NO x -VOC chemistry [Rohrer et al., 2014] . On the other hand, measurements of OH in forested environments characterized by low concentrations of NO and high concentrations of biogenic VOCs were generally greater than model predictions [Rohrer et al., 2014] . Several OH radical recycling mechanisms have been proposed to explain the observed discrepancies, including peroxy radical isomerization reactions and an unknown OH recycling process from HO 2 and RO 2 radicals [Peeters et al., 2009 [Peeters et al., , 2014 Hofzumahaus et al., 2009; Lu et al., 2012] . However, recent measurements of OH using the fluorescent assay by gas expansion (FAGE) technique in forested environments characterized by low concentrations of NO have revealed the presence of an unknown interference, possibly from the oxidation of biogenic VOCs, which could explain some of the discrepancies observed in these regions [Mao et al., 2012; Novelli et al., 2014a Novelli et al., , 2014b .
For HO 2 , daytime models have been in agreement within a factor of 3 with measurements, showing model underpredictions [Martinez et al., 2003; Ren et al., 2003b; Emmerson et al., 2005; Shirley et al., 2006; Chen et al., 2010; Sheehy et al., 2010; Czader et al., 2013] , overpredictions [George et al., 1999; Konrad et al., 2003] , as well as cases of good agreement [Emmerson et al., 2007; Kanaya et al., 2007; Dusanter et al., 2009b; Lu et al., 2012 Lu et al., , 2013 Ren et al., 2013] . Both measurement artifacts and missing chemistry in atmospheric models could lead to the discrepancies observed between measured and model-calculated radical concentrations. It is interesting to note that the HO x measurements described in Table 1 were performed primarily using the FAGE technique, which, as discussed above, might suffer from interferences for both OH [Mao et al., 2012; Griffith et al., 2013; Novelli et al., 2014a Novelli et al., , 2014b Fuchs et al., 2016] and HO 2 [Fuchs et al., 2011; Ren et al., 2012; Griffith et al., 2013; Whalley et al., 2013] . It is not clear to what extent these interferences have impacted the model-measurement agreements discussed above.
An underprediction of HO x radical concentrations could result from either a missing or underestimated source of radicals in the model or an overestimation of a radical sink. Radical [Shirley et al., 2006; Dusanter et al., 2009b; Stone et al., 2012] . Additional field studies including experimental measurements of these species are needed to better assess the contribution of these radical sources to the oxidative capacity of the atmosphere.
Model overpredictions of HO x radical concentrations might be indicative of missing or underestimated radical sinks in the model, in addition to an overestimation of a radical source. The likely presence of thousands of volatile organic compounds in the atmosphere [Goldstein and Galbally, 2007] makes exhaustive measurements very challenging. In this context, measurements of total OH reactivity can be used to investigate the potential for missing loss routes in the model [Martinez et al., 2003; Ren et al., 2003a Ren et al., , 2003b Di Carlo et al., 2004; Shirley et al., 2006] . This is particularly important in urban environments that might contain a complex set of primary anthropogenic and biogenic VOCs and multigenerational oxidation products in addition to contributions from organic aerosol evaporation . The determination of "missing" OH reactivity by comparing OH reactivity values calculated from trace gas measurements to measured values can be an important constraint for reconciling models with measurements [Ren et al., 2003b; Shirley et al., 2006 ].
An incomplete understanding of HO x radical propagation and chain length might also lead to discrepancies between models and measurements . Measurements of the HO 2 /OH ratio have been used as a metric to investigate the propagation chemistry in the model as this ratio does not depend on radical initiation and termination routes. Modeled HO 2 /OH ratios have been shown to be in reasonable agreement with measurements at NO mixing ratios close to 1-2 ppbv, but a significant difference is observed at higher NO mixing ratios (up to a factor 10 at 100 ppbv of NO) [Shirley et al., 2006; Dusanter et al., 2009b; Chen et al., 2010; Ren et al., 2013] . This NO-dependent discrepancy could indicate either an NO-dependent measurement artifact, segregation of radicals due to inhomogeneous mixing near emission sources [Kanaya et al., 2007; Dusanter et al., 2009b; Dlugi et al., 2010] , or a significant misunderstanding about radical cycling under high NO conditions and could have important implications for the reliability of models in assessing ozone production in urban areas [Dusanter et al., 2009b] .
Since the observed discrepancies between measured and model-calculated radical concentrations could be due to a combination of measurement artifacts and incomplete chemistry in atmospheric models, additional measurements of HO x radicals together with investigations of potential instrumental artifacts are needed to test our understanding of the fast photochemistry in urban areas. This study presents measurements of HO x concentrations made during the 2010 California Research at the Nexus of Air Quality and Climate Change measurement campaign in Los Angeles (CalNex-LA). The measurements are compared to the results of a zero-dimensional box model to test the ability of the model to reproduce observed radical concentrations. Differences between the observed and modeled concentrations, radical budgets, and ozone production regimes are examined and compared to the results from other urban campaigns.
Experimental Methods

Measurement Site and Supporting Measurements
The CalNex 2010 campaign was a field project designed to improve the scientific understanding needed to support effective emission control strategies that address both issues of air quality and climate change. An overview of the entire CalNex campaign can be found in Ryerson et al. [2013] , with a comprehensive listing of all the platforms, site locations, and individual measurements, including a list of all the instruments at the CalNex ground site in the Los Angeles air basin. The CalNex-LA site was located at the campus of the California Institute of Technology in Pasadena approximately 18 km northeast of downtown Los Angeles and generally receives onshore sea-breeze driven airflow from the southwest and downtown Los Angeles during the daytime [Washenfelder et al., 2011; Ryerson et al., 2013] . In addition, the ground site is also impacted by local emissions of VOCs and NO x from traffic and other anthropogenic activities. Measurements at this site occurred between 15 May and 16 June 2010.
Two 10 m towers were installed at the CalNex-LA site, one for gas-phase measurements and one for aerosolphase measurements. A suite of measurements shown in Table 2 contributed to this modeling analysis. The NOAA tropospheric chemistry group measured C2-C10 nonmethane hydrocarbons (NMHCs) using gas
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chromatography/mass spectrometry (GC/MS) [Kuster et al., 2004] , nitrous acid, and glyoxal using incoherent broadBand cavity enhanced absorption spectroscopy [Washenfelder et al., 2008 [Washenfelder et al., , 2011 and nitrous acid, nitric acid, and organic acids by negative-ion-proton transfer chemical ionization mass spectrometry (CIMS) [Veres et al., 2008; Roberts et al., 2010; Veres et al., 2011] in addition to meteorological parameters.
The University of Houston group measured NO and NO 2 by gas-phase chemiluminescence with a blue light converter for NO 2 , SO 2 by pulsed UV fluorescence [Luke, 1997] , CO by vacuum UV resonance fluorescence spectroscopy [Gerbig et al., 1999; Newman et al., 2013] , formaldehyde by liquid-phase fluorescence Warneke et al., 2011 Warneke et al., , 2013 , and photolysis frequencies by spectral radiometry [Shetter and Muller, 1999] . The University of Calgary group measured peroxyacetyl nitrate (PAN) and peroxypropionyl nitrate (PPN) by CIMS [Mielke et al., 2011 [Mielke et al., , 2013 . In addition, measurements of formaldehyde made by differential optical absorption spectrometry (DOAS) by the University of California Los Angeles group [Wong et al., 2012] and measurements of nitrogen dioxide made by cavity enhanced-DOAS by the University of Colorado group [Thalman and Volkamer, 2010; Knote et al., 2014] were used for a portion of the analysis. Total hydroxyl radical reactivity was measured using a turbulent flow tube reactor [Hansen et al., 2014; Hansen et al., in preparation] . In this technique, OH radicals were produced in a movable injector by the photolysis of water vapor, and decays of OH reflecting the reactivity with ambient air were measured as a function of reaction time using laser-induced fluorescence techniques. The instrument was calibrated by measuring the reactivity of several compounds with wellknown rate constants [Hansen et al., 2014] . Further details about these measurements are given in the supporting information.
HO x Radical Measurements
OH and HO 2 radical concentrations were measured using the laser-induced fluorescence-fluorescence assay by gas expansion (LIF-FAGE) technique. The FAGE technique detects OH by laser-induced fluorescence after expansion of ambient air into a low-pressure chamber, enhancing the OH fluorescence lifetime and allowing temporal filtering of the OH fluorescence from laser scatter [Heard and Pilling, 2003; Stone et al., 2012] . The Indiana University FAGE (IU-FAGE) instrument has been described in detail elsewhere [Dusanter et al., 2008 [Dusanter et al., , 2009a Griffith et al., 2013] , and only a brief description is given here, along with updates that were unique for the CalNex-LA campaign.
The IU-FAGE laser system used in this study consisted of a Spectra Physics Navigator II YHP40-532Q diode-pumped Nd:YAG laser that produces approximately 5.5 W of radiation at 532 nm at a repetition Π(v″ = 0) transition, and a reference cell, where OH radicals were produced by thermal dissociation of water vapor, was used to ensure maximum overlap of the laser with the OH transition [Dusanter et al., 2009a] .
After exiting the dye laser, the laser beam was focused onto the entrance of a 12 m optical fiber to transmit the radiation to the sampling cell. The net OH fluorescence signal was determined by successive modulation cycles during which the laser wavelength was successively tuned on resonance with the OH transition to measure the OH fluorescence, and off resonance to measure a background signal due to solar and laser scatter that is subtracted. Elevated background signals were not observed for either "off-line" position surrounding the Q 1 (3) transition while cycling during HO x measurements, suggesting that spectral interferences were negligible during the CalNex-LA campaign.
The sampling cell was placed at the top of the 10 m tower, and ambient air was expanded into the detection region through a 0.6 mm inlet. The pressure in the cell was maintained at 4.0 ± 0.1 torr (~5.3 ± 0.1 hPa) using two scroll pumps (Edwards, XDS35i) connected in parallel. A Teflon loop located directly below the inlet allowed for the intermittent addition of NO to convert ambient HO 2 to OH through the fast HO 2 + NO → OH + NO 2 reaction, allowing for indirect measurements of HO 2 . The optimum NO flow (approximately 1 cm 3 min À1 , 3 × 10 13 cm À3 ) used to convert the HO 2 radicals before the detection axis was a tradeoff between the conversion of HO 2 into OH and the removal of OH by reaction with NO. The fraction of HO 2 (C HO2 ) converted into OH was measured during calibration experiments [Dusanter et al., 2008 [Dusanter et al., , 2009a . The airstream passed through the central region of the sampling cell where the laser beam was reflected 24 times in a multipass cell (White configuration). The OH fluorescence was collected at right angles to both the airstream and the laser beam and detected using a microchannel plate detector (Hamamatsu, R5916U) and a gated detection scheme. The laser power was continuously monitored by a photodiode mounted at the exit of the multipass cell. The stability of the laser power entering the detection cell was improved compared to previous deployments of IU-FAGE by heating and flushing with N 2 the outside of the entrance window of the detection axis, which was also covered by an insulated aluminum enclosure, preventing condensation from forming on the window or shifting of the optical fiber mount.
IU-FAGE calibrations during CalNex-LA were performed using the UV water photolysis method [Dusanter et al., 2008] and were made every 3 days to track the sensitivity of the instrument. For these calibrations, ultrazero air was sent through a humidifier at the base of the tower and delivered at 50 L min À1 to the HO x calibrator [Dusanter et al., 2008] . Uncertainties associated with the UV water photolysis calibrator used for IU-FAGE have been described previously [Dusanter et al., 2008; Griffith et al., 2013] and are estimated to be 18% (1σ) for both OH and HO 2 . The typical OH detection limit for IU-FAGE during CalNex-LA was 3.4 × 10 5 cm À3 (S/N = 1, 15 min average).
OH Measurement Interference
The IU-FAGE instrument was previously found to be sensitive toward interferences due to laser photolysis of ozone in the sampling cell (R1) and the subsequent reaction of O( 1 D) with water (R2) [Griffith et al., 2013] :
Although this laser-generated interference is smaller in other LIF-FAGE instruments [Ren et al., 2004] , this interference in the IU-FAGE instrument could be due to double pulsing of the same airmass in the multipass cell in combination with high laser fluence and potential recirculation inside the detection axis. During the CalNex-LA campaign, this interference was calibrated by measuring the laser-generated OH signal as a function of both water vapor and ozone concentrations and found to be equivalent to 7500 (1σ = 1000) molecule cm À3 of OH when normalized to 1 ppbv of O 3 , 1% of water, and 1 mW of laser power (supporting information). To minimize this interference while maintaining a reasonable limit of detection for OH, the laser power entering the detection cell was kept between 2 and 3 mW using neutral-density filters, resulting in an average interference signal at noon that was approximately 33% of the total signal (see supporting information).
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To quantify this interference and any other potential interferences during ambient measurements of OH, an automated injector was designed to add perfluoropropylene (C 3 F 6 ) above the sampling nozzle to chemically remove ambient OH [Griffith et al., 2013] . Measurements of net OH signals during the C 3 F 6 addition reflect nonambient OH produced inside the detection cell and were subtracted from the net OH signals acquired when C 3 F 6 was not added. The measurement time sequence used for OH measurements was 40 min of ambient OH + interferences (no addition of C 3 F 6 ) followed by 20 min of interference measurements (C 3 F 6 addition). Measurement and subtraction of the laser-generated interference reduced the overall performance of the instrument, resulting in a limit of detection of 4.4 × 10 5 cm À3 (S/N = 1, 15 min average).
The measured interference was compared to that calculated from the calibrated O 3 /water laser-generated interference (reactions (R1) and (R2)) using ambient measurements of ozone, water, and laser power and was found to be consistent with the laser-generated interference expected from reactions (R1) and (R2) throughout the campaign, as the calculated and measured interference agreed to within their combined uncertainty (supporting information). This is in contrast to recent measurements in forested environments [Mao et al., 2012; Novelli et al., 2014a Novelli et al., , 2014b . However, recent laboratory measurements of the OH radical yield produced from the ozonolysis of several biogenic alkenes suggests that under high ozone and alkene concentrations the IU-FAGE instrument is sensitive to an interference associated with certain biogenic monoterpenes such as α and β pinene (Sigler et al., in preparation) . The absence of an unknown interference during CalNex-LA is likely due to lower concentrations of these biogenic compounds compared to forested areas where interferences have been previously observed.
HO 2 Measurement Interference
As mentioned previously, HO 2 radicals are detected indirectly by converting HO 2 to OH using the HO 2 + NO → OH + NO 2 reaction. However, it has recently been established that FAGE instruments measuring HO 2 by chemical conversion to OH with NO may be prone to potential interferences from organic peroxy radicals [Fuchs et al., 2011; Ren et al., 2012; Griffith et al., 2013] . In particular, hydroxy peroxy radicals derived from alkene oxidation can efficiently interfere with the HO 2 measurement by first converting to an alkoxy radical by reaction with NO (R3). The β-hydroxy alkoxy radicals quickly decompose, and the resulting hydroxy alkyl radical can react with O 2 to form HO 2 ((R4) and (R5)) fast enough even with the reduced oxygen concentration inside the FAGE cell and the short reaction time between NO addition to LIF detection:
As a result, addition of NO to the sampling cell can lead to the conversion of both HO 2 and a fraction of organic peroxy radicals to OH and reflect concentrations of HO 2 * = HO 2 + P α i RO 2i . The detection efficiency (α) has been determined for several organic peroxy radicals during laboratory calibrations. Griffith et al. [2013] detailed the performance of IU-FAGE for the HO 2 measurement during two campaigns in a forest environment where isoprene peroxy radicals were the dominant organic peroxy radical leading to an interference. However, during CalNex, the composition of RO 2 contributing to HO 2 * in IU-FAGE included a variety of both biogenic and anthropogenic peroxy radicals. Thus, α values have been carefully determined experimentally or were estimated for each peroxy radical in order to compare the measured HO 2 * concentrations with the model. Further details of the characterization of the HO 2 interference for the IU-FAGE instrument will be provided in a forthcoming paper (Lew et al., in preparation) . The precision for the HO 2 * measurement does not depend on the RO 2 interference and results in a limit of detection for HO 2 * of 2 × 10 7 cm À3 (S/N = 1, 30 s averaging time). However, the HO 2 * modeling uncertainty is impacted by the peroxy radical interference, which is estimated to contribute to approximately 30% of the measured HO 2 * concentration on average (see below).
Modeling Using the Regional Atmospheric Chemistry Mechanism
For this analysis, the Regional Atmospheric Chemical Mechanism version 2 (RACM2) [Goliff et al., 2013] was used to simulate HO x radical concentrations at the CalNex-LA site using a 0-D box model constrained by measured concentrations of long-lived species. The RACM2 mechanism was used to model both daily and campaign-averaged concentrations of OH and HO 2 *. Dry deposition rates were constrained by the measured ). Additional physical constraints to simulate dilution were tested in the model but only had a minimal impact and were not included in the modeling scenarios presented here (supporting information). The differential equations generated from the chemical mechanism were integrated using the FACSIMILE solver (MCPA Software) and processed through a 5 day spin-up to generate unmeasured secondary species in the model [Michoud et al., 2012] . Each spin-up day was split into 15 min data points, with the model constraints reinitialized every 10 s to ensure constant concentrations over the integration time for the measured long-lived species.
To compare the measured HO 2 * with the model, the modeled HO 2 * was determined from the modeled HO 2 and RO 2 concentrations and the experimentally derived detection efficiencies (α) using the following equation:
Here the individual RO 2 species were represented by the different peroxy radical categories in the RACM2 model. All of the RACM2 peroxy radical categories used in determining the modeled HO 2 * concentrations from equation (R1) with their corresponding conversion efficiencies under the operating conditions of IU-FAGE during CalNex-LA are listed in Table 3 and are described in the supporting information. For example, experimental detection efficiencies for peroxy radicals derived from isoprene (RACM2 category ISOP) were found to be approximately α = 0.80 ± 0.14, and this detection efficiency was used for several similar RACM2 peroxy radical categories (Table 3 and supporting information). Smaller alkanes such as propane (C3-C4) were found to have conversion efficiencies of approximately α = 0.15 ± 0.04, and this detection efficiency was used for RACM2 peroxy radical categories from alkanes (HC3P). These results are similar to those found for other FAGE instruments [Fuchs et al., 2011; Whalley et al., 2013] . Conversion efficiencies for other RO 2 radicals were estimated based on measurements in our laboratory and those reported in Fuchs et al. [2011] (Table 3 and supporting information).
Uncertainties associated with modeled HO x concentrations were calculated from Monte Carlo simulations using rate constants and measured constraint concentrations that were randomly selected from their uncertainty distributions [Carslaw et al., 1999 [Carslaw et al., , 2001 Griffith et al., 2013] . All of the individual model points at 8 A.M. (NO peak on the weekend, local time), 3 P.M., and 1 A.M. (nighttime) were simulated 600 times each with constraint and rate constant values from the uncertainty distribution, resulting in an uncertainty (relative standard deviation) on average of 22% for OH and 35% for HO 2 * (1σ). Further discussion of the model uncertainty that details the most sensitive parameters and compares to other reported model uncertainties can be found in the supporting information. Figure 1 shows the daily measurements of HO x concentrations made during the campaign, while Figure 2 shows the daily measurements of J(O 1 D), NO x , NO, and ozone. Measured OH concentrations correlated well , respectively. The measured HO 2 * concentrations showed a distinct weekend effect, with weekend and Memorial Day holiday measurements of HO 2 * (denoted by asterisk in Figure 1 ) that were significantly higher than the weekday measurements by up to a factor of 10, reflecting the low values of NO observed on the weekend and holidays (less than 4 ppbv on average) compared to that observed during the week (greater than 4 ppb on average), although differences in temperature and photolysis rates between the weekends and the weekdays might also contribute to the different radical concentrations observed on these days. Figure 1 also shows the measurements of OH and HO 2 * as a function of NO x and binned over the weekdays and weekends + holiday, illustrating the NO x dependence of HO x . Although differences in VOC concentrations will impact this relationship, it is clear from these plots that the majority of the high concentrations of HO 2 * occurred on the weekends when NO x was less than approximately 4-5 ppbv.
Results
Daily OH and HO 2 * Measurements and Model Results
These concentrations of OH and HO 2 * are similar to that observed previously by George et al. [1999] under clear-sky conditions in the Los Angeles air basin as well as the summertime values reported by Emmerson et al. [2005] in Birmingham, UK, and Kanaya et al. [2007] in Tokyo even under different ambient conditions. However, results from a number of urban campaigns show distinctly higher OH and HO 2 concentrations than observed during CalNex-LA (Table 1) , with maximum values above 1 × 10 7 cm À3 and 1 × 10 9 cm
À3
, for OH and HO 2 , respectively, observed on many days [Martinez et al., 2003; Shirley et al., 2006; Lu et al., 2012 Lu et al., , 2013 . Other campaigns report higher measured ranges of OH concentrations (>1 × 10 7 cm À3 ) with measured HO 2 concentrations that were similar to that observed during CalNex-LA [Ren et al., 2003a [Ren et al., , 2003b Dusanter et al., 2009a Dusanter et al., , 2009b Ren et al., 2013] (Table 1) .
Modeled RACM2 (red) OH concentrations are shown in Figure 1 alongside measured OH values. Both the diurnal and the day-to-day variations of OH are well reproduced by the model. However, the modeled OH concentrations during the lower NO x conditions observed on the weekend days and the holiday consistently overpredict the measured OH values in the first half of the campaign, with better agreement over the last two weekends. Figure 1 also compares daily HO 2 * measurements with RACM2 modeled HO 2 * (red). Based on the 
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RO 2 detection efficiencies in the IU-FAGE instrument and the model predicted RO 2 concentrations, RO 2 radicals on average contributed 30 ± 10% to the modeled HO 2 * concentrations, with peroxy radicals from isoprene and its oxidation products (ISOP, MACP, MVKP) accounting for approximately 50% and 40% of the modeled interference (αRO 2 ) on average for the weekends and weekdays, respectively, during the daytime (9 A.M. to 6 P.M.), with olefins (OLTP, OLIP) contributing approximately 20% (weekends) and 30% (weekdays) to the modeled interference during the daytime. Modeled HO 2 * concentrations on the higher NO x conditions observed on the weekdays generally underpredict the measurements, except for a few weekdays scattered throughout the early and later parts of the campaign. Better agreement is observed for the lower NO x conditions of the weekends and holiday in contrast to that observed for OH.
Bivariate regressions (accounting for uncertainties in both the x and y directions) [Deming, 1943] of the daytime (6 A.M. to 9 P.M.) OH and HO 2 * measurements with the RACM2 model predictions are shown in Figure 3 . The data are separated between weekdays (Monday-Friday, except the holiday on 31 May) and the weekends + holiday during the campaign to reflect the average difference in NO x observed on these days. The slopes of the OH regression plots indicate that RACM2 overpredicts OH concentrations by a factor of approximately 1.4 ± 0.3 (1σ) during the lower NO x conditions on the weekend + holiday, while weekday OH concentrations are in good agreement with the models, with a slope of approximately 1.0 ± 0.2. In contrast to OH, the model underpredicts the measured HO 2 * concentrations by a factor of approximately 3.0 ± 0.5 (1σ) during the high NO x conditions during the week, while on the lower NO x conditions on the weekends, measured HO 2 * is only underpredicted ) more than 90% of the time. The few measurements that were significantly above the detection limit were generally higher than the model predictions and scattered across a few nights, similar to that observed in other urban campaigns [Stone et al., 2012] . Reported nighttime OH radical concentrations in polluted environments have ranged from below 2 × 10 5 cm À3 [Geyer et al., 2003] to above 1 × 10 6 cm À3 [Lu et al., 2013] . The reason for the model underprediction of the few instances at night is unclear but could involve unknown measurement interferences that might not be accounted for using the C 3 F 6 scavenging technique such as interferences from NO 3 radicals [Fuchs et al., 2016] . Future work will involve tests to determine whether the IU-FAGE instrument is sensitive to interferences from NO 3 radicals at night and whether the concentrations of C 3 F 6 added to scavenge OH also remove ambient NO 3 . Other potential reasons for the model underprediction at night could involve an incomplete characterization of nighttime radical chemistry in the model or nocturnal transport of peroxy radicals followed by reaction with surface NO (see below 
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Campaign Average OH and HO 2 * Measurements and Model Results
Campaign diurnal average NO x and VOC concentrations, temperature, and photolysis rates are shown in Figure 4 . During the campaign, temperatures on the weekends and the Memorial Day holiday were on average 4°C warmer at peak afternoon hours than during the weekdays, contributing to the greater isoprene mixing ratios observed on the weekends + holiday. NO and NO 2 average mixing ratios were greater during the weekdays after 9 A.M. when the CalNex-LA site began to receive polluted air from elsewhere in the LA basin. Ozone mixing ratios have the opposite trend, where average ozone mixing ratios are approximately 20 ppbv greater on the weekends during the campaign. The trend of lower NO x and higher ozone mixing ratios on the weekends has been observed before in the LA-basin [Yarwood et al., 2003] , and Pollack et al.
[2012] also observed this trend for the CalNex campaign.
Weekday and weekends + holiday diurnal average measured values of OH and HO 2 * are shown in Figure 5 with the average RACM2 modeled values (black line). The average peak concentrations of OH and HO 2 * measured during CalNex-LA were similar to that observed in other urban areas (Table 1 and supporting information). The model is able to reasonably reproduce the observed diurnal OH concentration profile during the higher NO x conditions during the week but overpredicts the observed OH on the lower NO x conditions on the weekends + holiday by a factor of approximately 1.4 ± 0.3 (1σ) at midday. The overprediction of OH is outside of the 1σ combined uncertainty of the measurements and the model for the weekends + holiday comparison during the morning hours (8 A.M. to 12 P.M.). Although the model-measurement disagreement on the weekends is not significant at the 2σ level of uncertainty, it is unlikely that the calibration of the instrument varied systematically between the weekdays and the weekends. Given that the model agrees well with the measurements during the week, this suggests that the disagreement of the model with the measurements on the weekends is robust.
Average measured HO 2 * concentrations show a distinct difference between the weekend and weekday profiles likely due to the differences in NO x on these days, although differences in temperature and photolysis rates between the weekends and the weekdays could also contribute to the difference. Maximum HO 2 * concentrations were a factor of 2 higher during the lower NO x conditions on the weekends compared to the 
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higher NO x conditions on weekdays. In contrast to the results for OH, RACM2 is able to reproduce the observed average weekends + holiday diurnal HO 2 * profile reasonably well, while the model underpredicts the observed concentrations of HO 2 * by a factor of approximately 3.0 ± 0.5 (1σ) at midday during the higher NO x conditions during the week and is significant at the 2σ level of the combined uncertainty.
Campaign average measured nighttime OH concentrations, although greater than the model predictions, were generally near the campaign averaged detection limit of the instrument (1.0 × 10 5 cm À3 , campaign average 15 min interval LOD). Average nighttime HO 2 * concentrations (approximately 3.0 × 10 7 cm À3 ) were generally in good agreement with the model. The lifetime of peroxy radicals at night is variable depending on the NO mixing ratio but can reach up to 15 min. As a consequence, the assumption that transport of these radical species is negligible in and out of the modeled box can break down in some cases. Therefore, nocturnal transport of RO 2 followed by reaction of RO 2 with ground layer emissions of NO could form HO 2 and OH. Geyer and Stutz [2004] showed using a 1-D chemistry-transport model constrained for urban conditions that oxidation of VOCs in the upper part of the nocturnal boundary layer, for example, by the NO 3 radical, combined with vertical transport can cause distinctly enhanced levels of OH and HO 2 (up to 50% greater) throughout the 10 m layer near the surface.
Discussion
Analysis of the Model-Measurement Discrepancy
To gain insights into the measurement-model discrepancies, the base RACM2 model was modified to constrain the model to the total OH reactivity measurements (Figure 2 ) (Hansen et al., in preparation) . Previous studies have shown that measurements of total OH reactivity in urban areas are sometimes significantly greater than that calculated from the measured concentrations of OH sinks [Martinez et al., 2003; Shirley et al., 2006; Dolgorouky et al., 2012] . Figure 6 shows that the average measured total OH reactivity (k OH, meas ) at the CalNex-LA site on both the weekdays, and the weekends + holiday was consistently higher than modeled RACM2 OH reactivity (k OH_model ) by a factor of 1.7 on average. The modeled reactivity includes the reactivity from the measured VOCs and inorganics and the additional OH reactivity from secondary species (<10% of the total) calculated by the model during the 5 day spin-up. The average measured OH . These values are approximately 7-10 s À1 greater than that calculated by the RACM2 model (Figure 6 ).
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To constrain the RACM2 model to the observed OH reactivity, a multiplicative factor (>1) was introduced for lumped RACM2 surrogate species that were also constrained in the model. Based on the reactivity from these constrained VOCs, the multiplier was calculated at each time point to match the missing OH reactivity (supporting information). The resulting model-calculated OH reactivity was at some time points a few percent greater than the measured value due to the production of greater secondary oxidation species as a result of the increased OH reactivity.
Assuming that the missing reactivity consists of a mix of saturated hydrocarbons and aldehydes similar to that measured at the site ("mOHr" scenario), the agreement is improved for both OH and HO 2 * (Figures 1 and 3) when the multiplier was increased for these species. Including an unmeasured unsaturated VOC species that reacts with ozone substantially increases the modeled nighttime HO 2 * to unreasonable concentrations (2-4 × 10 8 cm
À3
), which suggest that the missing OH reactivity, was not due to unsaturated VOCs. Assuming that the missing reactivity consists only of OVOCs as a mix of alcohols and aldehydes also improves the model agreement for both OH and HO 2 *, although the model with this missing VOC mix still tends to overpredict the measured OH during the low NO x conditions on the weekend + holiday (supporting information). Other compounds (e.g., ketones) had minimal impact in any scenario due to their low contribution to OH reactivity. Figure 5 also compares the results of the mOHr increased reactivity scenario (blue line) with the diurnal average values of OH and HO 2 *. For the higher NO x conditions on the weekdays, adding the missing OH reactivity increases the modeled HO 2 * by approximately 50-70% while resulting in relatively small decreases in the modeled OH concentrations, as decreases in the OH radical concentrations due to the increased reactivity appear to be well buffered by increased OH production from the HO 2 + NO → OH + NO 2 reaction under the higher weekday NO conditions due to the increase in HO 2 * concentrations in this scenario. For the lower NO x conditions on the weekends + holiday, adding the missing OH reactivity reduces the modeled OH by approximately 25% while increasing the modeled HO 2 * by less than 10%, as increases in the HO 2 * concentrations appear to be buffered by increases in the rate of loss of HO 2 * by the RO 2 + HO 2 reaction under the lower weekend NO conditions. The resulting calculated OH concentrations on the lower NO x conditions on the weekends + holiday are in better agreement with the observations, while modeled HO 2 * concentrations are still in good agreement with the measurements (Figures 3 and 5) . The discrepancy between the measured and modeled OH generally increases with decreasing mixing ratios of NO x , with the greatest model overestimation occurring under conditions when NO x was less than 5 ppb (supporting information).
For the higher NO x conditions on the weekdays, adding the missing OH reactivity in the model does not impact the agreement with that observed for OH but improves the agreement for HO 2 * (Figures 3 and 5) . 
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However, the model still underpredicts the observed HO 2 * concentrations on the weekdays by a factor 2 ± 1 (1σ) on average. The discrepancy between the measured and modeled HO 2 * increases with increasing mixing ratios of NO x , with the greatest model underestimation occurring under conditions when NO x was greater than approximately 15 ppb (supporting information). To bring the modeled HO 2 * into agreement with the measurements would require an OH reactivity 25% greater than measured. This discrepancy could reflect an underestimation of the contribution of RO 2 radicals to the measurement of HO 2 * under these conditions, although it is unlikely that uncertainties associated with the RO 2 interference alone could explain the difference.
Peroxyacetyl nitrate (PAN) and other acyl peroxynitrates can be long-lived species relative to the radical lifetime that can impact both the concentrations of RO x and NO x . An incomplete characterization of this chemistry could impact the modeled radical concentrations. Both the base and mOHr models were tested by unconstraining the PAN concentration to compare model predicted concentrations to measurements while ignoring transport but including dry deposition (see supporting information). The base RACM2 model underpredicts the measured PAN concentrations by up to a factor of 2 on average throughout the daytime during the weekdays and weekends + holiday. However, after applying the mOHr scenario to account for the measured missing OH reactivity, the measured and modeled PAN concentrations were in agreement to within 30%, which is within the combined uncertainty of the model and the measurements, giving confidence in the model's treatment of this chemistry.
The ratio of HO 2 /OH has often been used as a metric to test our understanding of the cycling chemistry between RO x radicals [Ren et al., 2003a [Ren et al., , 2003b Martinez et al., 2003; Emmerson et al., 2005; Shirley et al., 2006; Dusanter et al., 2009a Dusanter et al., , 2009b Sheehy et al., 2010] . Because of the RO 2 interference associated with the HO 2 measurements, the HO 2 */OH ratio is presented here. Figure 7 displays the measured and modeled HO 2 */OH ratio as a function of NO in addition to the modeled HO 2 /OH ratio, illustrating that the HO 2 */OH ratio responds to changes in NO similar to the HO 2 /OH ratio. The observed ratio varies from an average value of approximately 100 at NO mixing ratios less than 1 ppbv to an average value of approximately 40 at 10 ppbv of NO. These ratios are generally greater than the base model predictions, although the agreement is better at NO mixing ratios around 1 ppbv. Similar results have been observed in previous campaigns comparing measured and modeled HO 2 /OH ratios [Ren et al., 2003a [Ren et al., , 2003b Martinez et al., 2003; Emmerson et al., 2005; Dusanter et al., 2009b] . It must be noted that the HO 2 measurements performed during these studies could have been impacted by potential interferences from RO 2 radicals. For the measurements reported here, comparing the modeled HO 2 */OH ratio instead of the modeled HO 2 /OH ratio to the measured ratio improves the agreement, but the model still underestimates the measurements at higher NO mixing ratios (Figure 7) . However, constraining the RACM2 model to the observed total OH reactivity increases the modeled ratio and brings it into better agreement with the measurements, although the model still appears to underestimate the measurements during the high NO weekday periods (Figure 7 ).
Radical Budget Analysis
A rate of production analysis can provide information about the key processes driving RO x production and loss. RO x production and loss are divided into initiation, termination, and propagation pathways to more specifically describe the sources and sinks of OH, HO 2 , RO 2 , and total RO x . RO x radical initiation routes are defined as those leading to new RO x radical formation, with primary contributions from photolysis routes and ozonealkene reactions. Termination routes are chemical reactions removing RO x radicals from the system with 
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either cross and self-reactions of radicals or reactions involving NO x species, the extent of each depending on the mixing ratio of NO x . Finally, propagation routes convert one RO x radical into another (e.g., HO 2 + NO → OH + NO 2 ). Thus, propagation routes are a component of both overall production and loss for the individual OH, HO 2 , and RO 2 radicals, while initiation and termination routes relate only to total radical production and loss, respectively. Figures 8 and 9 show the daytime radical budget based on the results of the RACM2 model constrained by the measured total reactivity (RACM2 mOHr) with the results averaged for weekends + holiday and weekdays during the campaign. Figure 8 illustrates the total radical initiation and termination budget as a function of time of day for the weekends + holiday and the weekends, while Figure 9 illustrates the daily average rates of radical initiation, propagation, and termination for the weekends + holiday (blue) and weekdays (red). As illustrated in these figures, the overall magnitude of RO x (OH + HO 2 + RO 2 ), radical initiation, and termination was approximately 1.3 times greater on the weekends compared to the weekdays, primarily due to higher J values and radical precursor concentrations (HCHO, O 3 ) on weekends (Figure 4) . HONO photolysis was an important radical initiation route on both weekends and weekdays, accounting for 26-30% of the total daily radical initiation rate on average at this height. HONO photolysis accounts for approximately 60% of total radical initiation and 20% of OH gross production in the early morning before 10 A.M. (average diurnal profiles of the individual OH, HO 2 , and RO 2 radical budgets are illustrated in the supporting information). It is interesting to note that unconstraining the HONO concentration in the model leads to model-predicted HONO concentrations that are approximately 1.3 times lower than the measurements and significantly underpredicts the observed concentrations of both OH and HO 2 * radicals, suggesting that although the gas phase production of HONO from the OH + NO reaction in the model can explain approximately 70-80% of the observed HONO on average, there is a significant source of HONO missing from the model at this measurement height (see supporting information).
The contribution of HONO to total radical initiation during CalNex-LA was similar to that observed in several previous field campaigns where HONO concentrations were measured directly and used to constrain the model. In these studies, the calculated contributions of HONO photolysis to total radical initiation were generally greater than 20% (Table S1 in the supporting information). In contrast, campaigns where HONO was not measured resulted in predicted contributions of HONO photolysis that were less than 10%. These results suggest that measurements of HONO are important in order to accurately reflect the contribution of HONO to radical initiation. However, it is important to note that this contribution of HONO photolysis to HO x radical production is primarily relevant at the 10 m sampling height at the CalNex-LA site. Strong vertical gradients 
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of HONO were observed at this site [Young et al., 2012] , and thus, the contribution of HONO to HO x production described in this analysis should be considered an upper limit for the contribution of HONO to HO x radical production integrated across the boundary layer.
Photolysis of formaldehyde and other carbonyls together accounted for approximately 40% of total radical initiation, while the contribution of ozone photolysis and alkene ozonolysis was less than 15% on both weekdays and weekends + holiday. The contribution of formaldehyde and other OVOC photolysis during CalNex-LA was similar to that observed in other urban campaigns, contributing to between 30 and 60% of total radical initiation (Table S1 ). The contributions of alkene ozonolysis and ozone photolysis to total radical production during CalNex-LA of less than 15% were similar to that observed in many of the more recent urban campaigns where comprehensive measurements of VOCs and in particular alkenes were made, also illustrating the importance of these measurements to understanding the radical budget. The contribution of ClNO 2 photolysis to radical production was not considered in this analysis. However, Young et al. [2012] showed that radical production from ClNO 2 photolysis was similar to that from HONO photolysis at the surface in the early morning and potentially becoming more important when integrated across the entire boundary layer.
Important propagation routes for the OH and HO 2 budgets are shown in comparison to OH and HO 2 initiation and termination routes in Figure S8 . Due to fast nitrogen oxide chemistry, even on the weekends with lower NO x , the propagation routes of OH to RO 2 , OH to HO 2 , RO 2 to HO 2 , and HO 2 to OH dominate and account for more than 80% of the total production and loss of both OH and HO 2 . The OH + NO 2 reaction leading to the formation of nitric acid (HNO 3 ) was the dominant RO x radical termination route during the week (approximately 50% on average) while accounting for only 30% of total RO x radical termination during the weekends + holiday (Figures 8 and 9 ). The formation of organic nitrates contributed to approximately 30% of radical termination on both weekdays and weekends, while radical termination from RO x cross and self-reactions leading to the production of acids and peroxides contributed to less than 5% of the radical termination on average during the weekdays. However, on the weekends + holiday, radical termination by RO x cross and self-reactions contributed to 20% of total radical termination on average during the day and contributed to approximately 50% of radical termination during the early afternoon (see supporting information). 
Rates of Instantaneous Ozone Production
The intantaneous rate of ozone production is driven by radical propagation and is also a good indicator of the cycling between OH and peroxy radicals. The gross rate of instantaneous ozone production (P(O 3 )) can be expressed as the rate of NO 2 production by peroxy radicals [Shirley et al., 2006] :
In this equation, ϕ RO2 + NO represents the yield of RO + NO 2 from the RO 2 + NO reaction. Figure 10 shows the average P(O 3 ) for both the higher NO x conditions on the weekdays and the lower NO x conditions on the weekends determined using the first term in equation (2) with measurements of OH, HO 2 *, and NO x . Note that using only the HO 2 * measurements in this equation does not include ozone production from RO 2 radicals that were not detected by the IU-FAGE instrument.
As illustrated in Figure 10 , the average P(O 3 ) from HO 2 * during the week reached a maximum of approximately 40-50 ppb h À1 near local noon, somewhat earlier than the observed peak in the diurnally averaged measured ozone (Figure 4 ), similar to that observed in other urban areas [Ren et al., 2003a [Ren et al., , 2003b Dusanter et al., 2009a; Sheehy et al., 2010] . However, while surface ozone concentrations and instantaneous ozone production are strongly linked together, they are each characterized by different temporal and spatial scales. Measured ozone concentrations reflect an integration of P(O 3 ) over a large spatial scale and a long time scale, while the calculations of instantaneous ozone production presented here do not take these issues into account. The measured instantaneous P(O 3 ) during the weekends + holiday are on average lower than that observed during the week, with maximum values of approximately 25 ppb h À1 near local noon. Figure 10 also shows the calculated instantaneous P(O 3 ) from the modeled HO 2 * for the model constrained to the observed OH reactivity (mOHr), illustrating the underestimation of the measured P(O 3 ) by the model on the weekdays due primarily to the underestimation of the measured HO 2 * during the higher NO x conditions during the week ( Figure 5 ). Better agreement between the modeled and measured HO 2 * during the lower NO x conditions on the weekends + holiday results in the model being able to reproduce the observed P(O 3 ) during these days.
The correlation between the observed instantaneous P(O 3 ) and the instantaneous P(O 3 ) from the mOHr model as a function of NO x for both the weekdays and the weekends + holiday is also illustrated in Figure 10 . In general, the instantaneous P(O 3 ) measured during the week was similar to that observed on the weekends except for weekday periods when NO x was greater than approximately 15 ppb. During these times, the measured instantaneous P(O 3 ) was greater than 40 ppb h
À1
and sometimes greater than 100 ppb h
. The model is able to reproduce the observed P(O 3 ) under the low NO x conditions during the weekends but tends to underestimate the observed P(O 3 ) during the week when NO x concentrations were greater than approximately 10-15 ppb due to the model underestimation of the observed HO 2 * concentrations under these conditions. Figure 11 further illustrates the NO x dependence of the measured and modeled instantaneous P(O 3 ) for all days as a function of the OH reactivity due to VOCs. As can be seen from this figure, the model is generally able to reproduce the observed increase in ozone production with both NO x and VOC reactivity for NO x mixing ratios less than15 ppb, and the decrease in P(O 3 ) with increasing NO x for VOC reactivity less than 15 s À1 . However, the model tends to underpredict the measured P(O 3 ) for NO x mixing ratios greater than 15 ppb and VOC reactivity greater than 15 s À1 . This is consistent with the model underestimation of HO 2 * and the HO 2 */OH ratio under these conditions and could reflect an underestimation of the contribution of RO 2 radicals to the measurement of HO 2 * under these conditions, although it is unlikely that uncertainties associated with the RO 2 interference alone could explain the difference. The model underestimation of P(O 3 ) together with the good agreement of the model with the OH measurements under high NO x and high VOC reactivity could suggest that the radical propagation chemistry is not well understood under these conditions, perhaps due to the simplified peroxy radical chemistry in the RACM2 model or could also be indicative of segregation of peroxy radicals and NO in these air masses [Kanaya et al., 2007] . Similar results have been observed in other urban areas [Ren et al., 2003b; Sheehy et al., 2010] . Future work will examine the ability of the explicit Master Chemical Mechanism model to reproduce the observed HO 2 * concentration and rate of ozone production during the CalNex-LA campaign as well as a more detailed analysis of the discrepancy between the measured and modeled rates of ozone production.
Ozone Production Sensitivity
Kleinman et al. [1997, 2001] proposed a simple metric (L N /Q) to determine the sensitivity of ozone production to changes in VOCs and NO x . L N is the rate of irreversible termination of RO x radicals by reaction with NO x (i.e., OH + NO 2 → HNO 3 , OH + NO → HONO, RO 2 + NO → organic nitrates), while Q is the rate of total radical initiation. Using this metric, Kleinman et al. [1997] illustrated that L N /Q values above 0.5 indicate that ozone production is VOC limited, while values below 0.5 suggest that ozone production is NO x limited. The L N /Q Figure 11 . Instantaneous rates of ozone production (PO 3 ) as a function of NO x and the OH reactivity from VOCs (s
À1
) from the (a) measurements and the (b) mOHr model.
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ratio has been used to examine the sensitivity of ozone production in various urban areas Edwards et al., 2013] . Measurements from New York City result in L N /Q values close to 1.0 all day, suggesting that ozone production is VOC limited, but other urban areas such as Houston and Mexico City exhibit L N /Q values that are greater than 0.5 in the morning but decreases to less than 0.5 in the afternoon, suggesting that ozone production sensitivity shifts from VOC limited to NO x limited during the course of the day .
Because all of the components of L N / Q are not usually supported by measurements, Kleinman et al. [2001] developed an analytical expression that utilizes a smaller subset of measurements, including measurements of NO x and total OH reactivity (supporting information). The total rate of radical initiation including O 3 photolysis, HONO photolysis, OVOC photolysis, and O 3 -olefin reactions, incorporated measurements of O 3 , H 2 O, HONO, HCHO, C2-C4 straight chain aldehydes, methacrolein, glyoxal, and photolysis rate constants J(O 1 D), J(HONO), J(HCHO), and J(CH 3 CHO) for the calculation of radical initiation from the photolysis of ozone (followed by O( 1 D) + H 2 O → 2 OH), HONO, HCHO, CHOCHO, and other carbonyls. The ratio of HO 2 /(HO 2 + RO 2 ) was assumed to be 0.5, similar to that predicted by the RACM2 model. To account for other unmeasured photolytic radical sources, such as the photolysis of methylglyoxal and other dicarbonyls, model-estimated concentrations of these compounds were also incorporated into the Q value representing 10-15% of total radical initiation.
Diurnal average values of L N /Q calculated from both the analytical expression and from the RACM2 model outputs of radical loss from NO x (L N ) and total radical production (Q) for the weekdays and the weekends + holiday during the campaign are shown in Figure 12 . Both the analytical expression and the RACM2 modeled L N /Q exhibit similar trends, although the values calculated by the analytical expression are generally lower than the values determined from the model outputs. As illustrated in this figure, the L N /Q trends suggest that ozone production was VOC limited during the weekdays and during the weekend mornings, as both the analytical expression and the direct model calculation of L N /Q are greater than 0.5. However, during the afternoon on the weekends + holiday both the analytical expression and the model-calculated L N /Q are both less than 0.5, suggesting that ozone production was NO x limited. Including only Sundays and the Memorial Day holiday in the calculation results in even lower L N /Q values in the afternoon. This weekend effect was due to lower concentrations of NO x observed during the weekend afternoons compared to the weekdays, reducing the rate of radical termination by NO x . These results suggest that continued NO x reductions are likely to be increasingly effective at reducing weekend O 3 , consistent with the recent observation of a weakening of the weekend ozone effect over this area [Baidar et al., 2015] . A more detailed analysis of ozone production during the campaign, including the local role of isoprene will be presented in a subsequent paper.
Summary
The CalNex-LA campaign provided an opportunity to investigate RO x radical chemistry in the Los Angeles, CA, basin. Measurements of OH and HO 2 * radical concentrations during CalNex-LA exhibited a distinct weekend effect, with higher radical concentrations on the weekends due to lower NO x levels. The RACM2 mechanism, constrained by measurements of long-lived trace gases, is generally able to reproduce the observed OH radical concentrations during the week when mixing ratios of NO were generally greater than 4 ppbv. However, the model does tend to overpredict the concentration of OH measured during the weekends + holiday by a factor of 1.4 ± 0.3 (1σ) when mixing ratios of NO were generally below 4 ppbv. 
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In contrast, the measurements of HO 2 * concentrations are in reasonable agreement with the model on the weekends but are underpredicted by more than a factor of 3 during the week. Some of these discrepancies are likely due to an incomplete characterization of reactive trace gases, as the model underestimates the measured total OH reactivity. Constraining the model to the measured OH reactivity improves the agreement with the measured weekends + holiday OH and weekdays HO 2 * concentrations, demonstrating the importance of including potential missing OH reactivity in order to accurately predict radical concentrations and instantaneous rates of ozone production in this environment. However, while constraining the model to the observed total OH reactivity improves the agreement with the measurements, HO 2 * concentrations measured during weekdays are still underpredicted by approximately a factor of 2 ± 0.5 leading to an underprediction of the measured HO 2 */OH ratio at higher mixing ratios of NO, suggesting an incomplete understanding of the RO x propagation chemistry. As a result of the underprediction of HO 2 *, the model tends to underestimate the observed instantaneous rate of ozone production for NOx mixing ratios greater than 15 ppb and OH reactivity due to VOCs greater than 15 s
À1
. The inability of the model to reproduce the observed P(O 3 ) under these conditions could indicate that the radical propagation chemistry is not well understood under these conditions, perhaps due to the simplified peroxy radical chemistry in the RACM2 model or that there is significant segregation of peroxy radicals and NO in these air masses.
A radical budget analysis (6 A.M. to 9 P.M.) from the OH reactivity-constrained RACM2 model shows that HONO photolysis was an important radical initiation route on all days during the campaign, with an average daily contribution to the total initiation rate of RO x radicals of approximately 26-30% (not including OH radical loss from HONO formation from the OH + NO reaction), although the contribution of HONO to radical production in the boundary layer is probably less given the observed vertical gradient in HONO concentrations at this site. Photolysis of formaldehyde and other carbonyls together accounted for approximately 40% of total radical initiation, while O 3 photolysis contributed less than 15% to the total initiation rate of radicals on average. Radical termination was dominated by the OH + NO 2 reaction during the week, but the lower NO x and higher peroxy radical concentrations on the weekends resulted in a significant contribution of radical self and cross reactions to the overall radical termination rate (approximately 20% on average) but accounted for approximately 50% of total radical termination during the weekend afternoons. An analysis of the sensitivity of ozone production suggests that during the week ozone production was VOC limited throughout the day at the CalNex-LA site, while ozone production was NO x limited during the afternoon on the weekends. Future work will involve a more detailed analysis of ozone production observed during the campaign in comparison to other urban areas.
